
Walk 10 –Ancient Bridges of Anstey

This walk takes in parts of walk 4 and is classed as easy and is about 6 miles long

The route

Proceed to Anstey as per options in walk 4. If walking down Gynsill Lane go through the sports ground to
access the brookside path or further on there is a footpath at the end of the new development going down
to the brook. Where this path meets the path along the brook there is an underpass under the A46 where
you can cross the brook.  Over the brook the path splits and you want the right hand route.

This follows a hedge line until another path comes in from the right and you follow this to your left to come
out on Millfield Close. Go right until you see a path on your right which goes through to Latimer Street.
Follow this into the village where you can cross this busy road safely at pedestrian lights.

It is worth a detour to your right to see the wonderful
pack horse bridge and on quieter days at quiet times
you can cross over the road at this point

Walk back towards Glenfield but at the bend carry on
up the old Gorse Hill road and go under the A46
underpass. Almost immediately turn left to enter
Castle Hill Country Park.  Bear left at the fork in the
path and continue up the hill and the top of the hill,
where paths cross, turn left onto the track.  Follow this
path keeping the trees on your right and the meadows
on your left.  At the wooden bollards continue forward
on the mown track through the grassland  and then
turn left just before the gate immediately bearing
right to take the track through the woodland. Go
through the trees until you reach the track junction at
the footbridge over the A46. Go over this bridge and it
brings you to a track where you will go right but detour
to your left a few yards to the King William Bridge.

After seeing this, backtrack slightly to take the track
onwards. Follow this track which itself follows Rothley
Brook until you come to a track and an exit from the
park. Go right and under the A46 turning right and
keeping right to follow a lovely grass track bring you
back eventually to the bridge over the A46 which you
crossed earlier.

Do not cross the bridge but take the path out of the park to your left.

The path leads between the houses until you exit the park onto Astill Lodge Road which you cross and take
a path to the right of a bus shelter leading into Astill Lodge Park.

Turn right onto Churchbell Way, continue back over Astill Lodge with care and pass a school continuing
through to enter Castle Hill Country Park again. Continue ahead with the houses on your left and head
downhill to rejoin your original route to leave the park and re-join Gorse Hill. Turn right and make your way
back towards Anstey until you can cross the road and make your way back into Glenfield
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